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You’re agreed to review a manuscript for a 
journal, now what?

Dive right in?

No. Formulate a plan in order to make a quality 
reviewer report that is of use to the Editor and 
the Authors.



Ask yourself an important question:

What is my role as a reviewer?

• Read the manuscript.

• Consider quality / novelty of the research.

• Provide constructive feedback.

• Help inform the Associate Editor / Editor.



The review process is multi-stage.

First, read the entire manuscript.



HINT!

What to think about on the very first read?

• What is the story here?

• Am I enjoying reading this manuscript?

• How many times do I feel agitated?

• How many times do I ask a question of the 
manuscript that doesn’t seem to be 
answered as I read more?



The review process is multi-stage.

First, read the entire manuscript.

Second, read it again but start with the results, 
then find their aim / objectives / research 
question(s). Read the abstract and conclusion 
again. Do they align?

Third, start your report file/where you plan to 
draft your review.



HINT!

By this stage, you already have a very good 
‘sense/feeling’ about the manuscript.

This makes writing the review much easier.

[unless your feeling is negative!]



The structure of your report can either be free 
or according to journal requirements.

In general, this is a good model to follow:

*** If the journal requires comments online, 
always put them into a word document first in 
case you lose all your writing when the power 
goes out.





Title of manuscript

Reviewer’s comments

Date

General

Specific
Give page number and line number with a specific 
comment
Can give positive feedback here too
Can also give broad comments e.g., General comment 
on discussion – please ensure that requests made for 
more information on questions and results in the 
results section feed through into the discussion.

[FYI - General length of a review: ???]



HINT!

Do’s and Don’t for a reviewer:

• Don’t use expletives, offensive language. 

• Don’t be self-promoting of own references.

• Don’t attack the authors.

• Do give concrete steps for how to improve 
the manuscript.

• Don’t disclose identity in your report.

• Don’t be a copy-editor.

• Do imagine you are receiving this review for 
one of your manuscripts.





Why do I review manuscripts for journals?

I use it to keep up with the literature in my 
fields of expertise.

It’s an obligation for my performance review at 
the SAMRC to review journal manuscripts.

It helps support the scientific community.

I can help Editors and Associate Editors.

Email: cwright@mrc.ac.za


